
IPROX IRRIGATION

Automation, remote management

and improved  efficiency for

irrigation systems.

AGRICULTURE 4.0

Start / stop of electric/diesel/solar pumps.

Wireless solenoid valve management.

Irrigation and fertigation programming.

Pump operation, condition of the solenoid valves,

water flow and pressure, well/pond level, soil

moisture, pump operation times, etc.

Real time video of the land and crop,

intrusion alerts fixed or motorised zoom cameras.

Video Control

Efficiency: Energy and water savings

Monitoring and graphic representation

Remote management and automation

IProx Irrigation is an automation and remote management web application for pumps and agricultural 

irrigation systems (drip, pivot or solid set) that allows all the systems to be managed from any device 

with internet access. An IProx controller installed in the pumping station  automatically monitors and 

controls the operation of each pump (starting, stopping and regulating the system)

The web application includes a calendar-based visual programming environment for irrigation cycles 

and generates charts and reports of all your sites, sendind text messages or email alerts if anything 

out of the ordinary occurs.

IProx Irrigation also records and controls the generation and/or consumption or energy by the pumps. 

It continously monitors the energy consumption of each pump and. In case the electricity is generated 

on-site by a diesel (or solar) generator it is monitored and automaticaly controlled too, depending on 

the irrigation program running at any given time.

If the pump controllers are equipped with weather sensors, IProx Irrigation integrates the data from them 

and calculates the reference evapotranspiration.

IProx Irrigation improves the profitability of farms by increasing the accuracy of irrigation according to the 

crop and meteorological factors and the reduction of labor, water consumption and energy consumption.

Agriculture 4.0 is possible.

Measurement of electricity / diesel consumption,

automatic irrigation according to the needs of the crop, 

continual optimization of the pumping pressure 

depending on the pressure on the pivots/sectors.
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Your data available all the time, everywhere,

we help you when you need it.

Advantages of Proxima Systems cloud services

+34 983 548 145
www.proximasystems.net
comercial@proximasystems.net

Your data will be stored with maximum security in high availability servers

housed in a first level provider. They are available 24 hours a day.

The query can be made from any device with internet access.

CLOUD SERVICES

FOR MORE INFORMATION

We help you: Our engineers are available from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. from Monday to Friday

for any questions that may arise. Telephone support is included.

SIM Included: Our hardware includes the SIM card with data traffic without

communication limit. You will not have to worry about hiring a fee

and monitor consumption.

Configurable alarms. Control any event with our alarm system

configurable and discover at the moment if something out of the ordinary is happening 

thanks to the notifications by SMS and Email.

Updates of software for the support of new devices and versions of browsers.

Remote control and programming of the machine /process.

Real-time visualization of all monitored variables. Reports and graphs of the recorded data.

Export of data and reports in CSV, PDF, JPEG format.

Open API for data exchange with services / applications of others manufacturers.


